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INTRODUCTION:



Pro-link is a non-profit community based organization established in Ghana in 1993, but started full 
operation in the year 2000. Starting from small beginning, pro-link aims at making people at the 
grassroots the main authors of their own development. Pro-link has now 18 project sites in the Volta, 
central, Ashanti and Greater Accra Regions of Ghana. The head office of pro-link is in Accra. The 
projects are fully funded by donor organizations and managed by experienced and professional staff. 
The BICYCLE PROJECT which has been in operation for more than ten years has been distributed in 
all most all the ten regions in Ghana. Bicycles are received from Technik und solidaritaet 
e.v./Fahrraeder fuer Afrika Germany and distributed to Teachers, school children, Farmers, 
health/religious counselor, orphans and others with similar interest. Majority of the beneficiaries are 
living in deprived communities where no or less access to vehicle. Sewing machines, wheel chairs, 
walking aids and books are part of the items received from Germany. These items are distributed to 
identified groups and individuals who need them for the betterment of their lives. The bicycles have 
brought a lot of improvement in the lives of many beneficiaries.  However, there are many more 
people who are looking forward to benefit from us in the same way.

Activities planned and implemented by Pro –Link  Organization on the consignment of bikes and 
other items received from  Technik und solidaritaet e.v./Fahrraeder fuer Afrika in August 2014. This 
report has information on regions and town/communities where the bicycles were distributed, number 
of bikes sent to project sites and the amount of money paid as commitment fees. Income and 
expenditure summery, Challenges, recommendation and the way forward have also been captured in 
this report. Amos, Eric, and yeboah a new person helped Mrs Diana ( Appiah) Akadi the project 
coordinator to load and distribute bikes. 

2.0 PRE-DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES:

2.1 IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF BENEFICIARIES:

The beneficiaries of the bicycles were selected from among many others who proposed to get bikes 
from Pro-link. We considered those highly in need, the area that are within the operational offices of 
Pro-link, were assessed by the staff of pro-link. Donkorkrom is a place known to the project  
coordinator, other places such as Sabronum area where we could not enter before sending bikes, the 
organizer from the community has to answer questions on phone and send information through mail 
concerning the communities and the beneficiaries involve. The main group of people who benefited 
from the bikes in Sabronum are mainly school children specifically school girls, others were mixed 
group and some also separate group of farmers, teachers, religious/health counselor and school 
children.

2.2 ARRIVAL OF THE CONTAINER:

The container of bicycles arrived in the later part of the month of July and was cleared on the 6th 
August 2014. This time, all the three containers came to Pro-link. The first container was opened on 
the same day it was cleared from the port; the rain could not stop the staff and volunteers from off-



loading the bikes. There was no other option than to work in the rain to enable the truck drivers to 
return the containers on time.

                       

2.3 TRANSPORTING BIKES TO THE FIELD:

The bikes were separated according to sizes, types while off-loading from the container. There was a 
problem getting car to send bikes to Donkorkrom- we had to spend extra six days just looking for car 
to transport bicycles to DONKORKROM. Eric and Amos slept uncomfortable with the bikes until we 
finally got car to transport the bikes. As usual, the sleepless night continued until we got all the bikes 
to the field.

   

Volunteers, Drivers,  Diana, Eric, and Amos loading trucks to the project site. Diana is responsible 
for most of the picture taking and so she is not seen more yet she is part of all work involved.   



             

Amos trying to push the walking aid on the car. Eric in the reflector jacket with joy loading to 
Donkorkrom area, Amos and the Driver of the car on top of the car.

                                   

       Eric and Amos with the help of wheel chairs and tyres created a bed for six days slept 
uncomfortably until we got car to transport the bicycles to Donkorkrom. Diana was with them at the 
same time moving about looking for car. 

3.0 DISTRIBUTION OF BIKES:

3.1 REPAIRS OF BICYCLES:

Almost all bicycles were repaired before given to the beneficiaries. This time the local repairer were 
the ones engaged in the repairs of the bicycles? The reason being, to introduce the bike beneficiaries 
to the mechanics, and for the repairer to know the types of bikes that we bring into the system for 
good repair work and sustainable use of the bikes. In places where we could not find a repairer we 
called on others from other localities to help in training and repair work. Bicycle parts such as tubes, 
seats, break cables, valves, and others were bought for the repairing of the bicycles.



Mr Santus Alonyo left from the picture, repaired  bikes sent to Eastern and Ashanti. Wortey Otabil 
top right, repaired in Central and some part of the Volta region. Mr widi Sulai  down in the right 
picture,repaired in kedjebi in the Volta region of Ghana.

  3.2 BICYCLE REPAIR TRAINING;

There was a training on how to repair bike, yet few people participated because we made it optional 
to the participants, the reason being that we could not tell at that moment if the Village Bike Project 
was going to come in with their training. Others especially those in Volta region selected some of the 
youth to participate , learn and do repair work on all bikes in case of break down. We are still waiting 
for the village bicycle project staff to give us a work plan for the training promised the beneficiaries. 
Those who went through the training were thought how to fixed punctures, adjust breaks, set seat and 
steers and how to examine their bikes with daily routine check on their bicycles and detect fault if 
any.



Repair training workshop for some community members Wortey otabil in  red, white and blue-black 
Tshirt is the trainer.

School children leaning to repair bikes, one after the other they are all trying to do something.

 



Community youth helping at the maintenance workshop.

3.3 PRESENTATION OF BIKES:

There was a presentation ceremony for some of the beneficiary groups. Simple ceremony where 
bicycles were given to some group beneficiaries.  At these sessions, the staff of Pro-link 
ceased the opportunity to explain the source of the bicycle and how bicycles are organized 
from Germany, the process the bikes go through in Ghana before it gets to the 
beneficiaries. They were also made to understand what is expected from them as they 
become beneficiaries of our bicycles.

Others who do not experience presentation are individuals or groups whose bikes were donated 
or received on behalf of the group. And others who were not to benefit from the bicycle 
training and repairs work by pro-link

The coordinator Diana in the yellow and black handing over to one of the organizers in Donkorkrom.

The picture on the left are the people of Kpordui in Volta region.



Session of groups receiving bikes at a simple ceremony in Donkorkrom.

The bicycles sent to Donkorkrom were kept at one place and majority of the people moved from their 
communities to receive them in Donkorkrom. 

   Some Kedjebi receiver and the school girls in Sabronum area cannot wait to move their bikes.



  Over seventy (70) school girls benefited. Girls because according to teachers, they are always late to 
school due to the economic activities and the assignments their parents give them, even on school day 
and school hour. Therefore it was important to give to more girls to break difference. 

The joy to own a bike after walking for several years and several miles to school.



‘My days of walking and coming to school late are over’ said by the school children in Sabronum.

This is how bicycles can change the status of disadvantaged school girls

4.0 BICYCLE RACE IN MANKESSIM

 There was a bicycle race organized by Pro-link for the people of Mankessim on the 8th of September 
2014, during the Mankessim traditional festival celebration. Twenty contestants participated in the  
race. All the bicycles and the helmet used were given by Pro-link, the bicycles were taken out of the 
current consignment. The awards and prizes were also given by Pro-link, bicycles, bicycle item and 
money was given as prizes.



The best ever bicycle race organized in the history of Mankessim traditional festival.

This was the feedback given by the contestants; they were very happy and hope to continue not only 
on festivals.

4.1 BICYCLE CLUB FORMED 

Pro-link out of the race organized has given birth to bicycle club in Mankessim. Twenty-five bikes 
have been allocated for the clubs activities. Mr Wortey Otabil is the Club organizer and trainer, he 
also does mechanical (repair) work on the bicycles.  The name of the club is yet to be considered. The 
club is a social club, apart from cycling they will also undertake social activities to enhanced 
development.  

5.0 BICYCLE DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY WITH INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

5.1 BIKE DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY

REGION/T
OWN

NAMAE OF 
COMMUNITY/BENE
FICIERY GROUP

TYPES OF 
BENEFICI
A RY 
GROUP

NUM
BER 
OF 
B IKE

AMOUNT 
OF 
C O M M I T M
ENT FEES 

DONAT
E D 
B IKES 



S COLECTE
D

V O LTA 
REGION;

Kejebi

Kpordui

Kedjebi, Kpordui, 
Papase, Kasec

Farmers, 
school 
children, 
Teachers, 
Counselor, 
health 
workers, and 
students

251 4,420 100

ASHANTI Aborno, Kumasi, 
SABRONUM-
Akyerakrom,Aboabo, 
Amokrom, Brekum, 
Nyameadom,Subrim,Ko
biriso and many others

School girls 
and farmers, 
Religious 
counselor,

200 6,500 56

EASTEN 
REGION: 

DONKORKROM-
Agotime,Meyikpor,Abot
anso,Agodeke, 
Donkorkrom town, 
Amankwakrom

Farmers,Stud
ents, 
Teachers, 
children, 
religious 
counselors

110 5,280 22

CENTRAL 
REGION

Pro-link office, 
mankessim township, 
Cycling club

School 
children, 
health 
volunteers, 
religious/heal
th counselors

135 5,000 35

ACCRA:

---------------- Farmers and 
voluntees

40 ------- 40

SALES 
BIKES;

Bike sold 

Sold to pay 
for clearing 
of containers

250

The amount 
involve

22,400



GRAND 
TOTAL

Total 
bikes 
involv
e

986

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE SUMMERY:

TOTAL INCOME: (commitment and the sales of 250 bikes)                                              GHS 
43,600

LESS EXPENSES:                                                                                                              GHS 

COST OF CLEARING CONTAINERS FROM HARBOR                                                    21, 100  

COST OF TRANSPORTING BIKES TO THE FIELD                                                             6,700

COST INCURED DURING DISTRIBUTION OF BIKES ON THE FIELD this include

Accommodation, allowances, transport, parts purchased and others                   5,543

COST OF RENOVATION BICYCLE TRAINING CENTER                                                   6,147

COST OF ORGANIZING BICYCLE RACE                                                                               540

STAFF ALLAWANCES FOR SIX MONTH                                                                           2,500 
42,530                   

BALANCE AFTER EXPENSES 
1,070                                                                                                                          

6.0 MACHINES AND WHEEL CHAIR DISTRIBUTION:

Machines and wheel chairs were distributed in Ashanti, Volta, Central and the Eastern regions. The 
sewing machine and the wheel chairs went to groups and individuals who need them to change their 
standard of living. Some of the receivers of the machines were those already in the trade of sewing 
and were using or sharing other peoples machines. Donating machine to them was a great relief. The 



wheel chairs also went to some who have never used wheel chair before, because they cannot afford  
to use one. Groups and organizations such as the hospital and the district  assembly benefited from 
the wheel chair and the walking aids.

The 85years old Agodzie hoedofia was not born disable, but due to sickness, she became disable for 
the past 15years. She has six children; she makes some money through making of mat with the local 
fabric. She cannot afford to buy wheel chair so she is not mobile and spend all her time at home 
making mat. She walks with the stool in which she is seating. She was grateful to Pro-link and the 
people of Germany for the help, she said ‘this is a miracle”.

Adjowa Asuama in Adukuma akumfi community was born disable; she is 35 years old yet has never 
used a wheel chair in her life. She is jobless, single yet have two children whose fathers are not taking 
care of. Before the wheel chair, she walks with the stool as shown in the first picture. She was 
overwhelmed such that she could not open her mouth to say anything, her mother did the talking.



She is as excited as you can see in the picture; she could not go out for more than a year because her 
wheel chair has developed unrepaireble fault. Her church pastor, the one pushing her made the 
contact and got the chair for her.

S          

 The picture on the left, donation of wheel chair and walking aids to Presbyterian Hospital 
Donkorkrom. Diana in handshakes with the head of department of management. He was thankful on 
behalf of the management and hope more of such help comes to them. The picture in right is donation 
to the Kedjebi District Assembly, wheel chairs and walking aids. Presented by a staff of pro-link.

From the left is Evans Agbenyeke from kpordui, a 21 year old JHS graduate who want to go into 
sewing yet do not have the means to buy machine according to his uncle who proposed for the 
machine said because he is not doing any work, he decided to use someone’s motorbike for hiring 
which he makes some money for a living. The middle picture is Mr Mawusi Tsaku the project 
manager of Pro-Link Kedjebi handing over sewing machines to the stakeholders of HIV/AIDS 



support group. The right picture is the staff of Likpe integrated Community Center for employment 
Skills. The center is established to train unemployed youth in serywing, mason, carpentry and other 
handy works. The have received more than three machines from pro-link. 

7.0 RENOVATION OF BICYCLE TRAINNING CENTER:

The bicycle training center has been renovated and a bath house for the student provided. The rooms 
partitioned with plywood, to help us get different apartment for the training center. The original plan 
was not to renovate the center but the staff of the head office visited and they proposed renovation of 
the center.This renovation is possible due to the money received as commitment fees.

The bicycle training center is now a better place for the commencement of the training workshops; 
there is now a sleeping room, store room, training center and bath house/ toilet for 8enabling 
environment. 

.0 RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS,CHALLENGES, THE WAY FORWARD AND 
CONCLUSION:

8.1 RECOMMENDATION/COMMENTS:

The first comment in the previous report was the increase in consignment and the desire to see 

Increase in the current one. Indeed this time the three containers sent have given us more bikes. We 
hope that the increase will continue. This time again, we thought it wise to give some bikes to some 
people without commitment fees, in most cases we considered the commitment fees others are paying 



before given the bikes out. Another issue is that some paid money that is not up to the commitment 
fee but the organizers together with us decided to make such allocation so that whatever others in the 
group will pay can cover those who need bikes most of whom are school children and cannot afford 
the commitment fee can have it whiles other pay the commitment.

Pro-link has been receiving bikes from Germany for over ten years now and the partners in Germany 
have had the opportunity to be here in Ghana and participated in our programs. We hope that we here 
in Ghana will receive invitation from Germany to see and participate in the activities out there. Tools 
in these current containers are not enough to help the school and the trainees; therefore we wish that 
the next consignment of bikes will contain more tools.

The only means to give detail workshop and training to the beneficiaries on bicycle repairs is to train 
people from the school so that we can have the graduates to help us train receivers of bike each time 
we want to train people.

Again we are thankful and grateful to Clemens who insisted on the collection of the commitment 
fees. Our value does not permit us to take commitment fees from all beneficiaries. The project is now 
on its own, the income has gone into projects but we hope that next time we can save some in the 
project account.

We want to propose that bicycles comes to us twice in a year to enable us have a consistent activities 
and income to change and develop more life.

8.2 CHALLENGES

Although we can count number of success, we could not do away with the following challenges.

The disappointment from the Village Bike Project (VBP) cased a delay to the time of training and 
distribution. Because they promised to give us a volunteer who will help us to start the training school 
and also help to do the repair workshop for the beneficiaries. We have to wait for them for all most 
two month before work on the field commenced. Hence, the delay of this report and non-participation 
of some beneficiaries in the training workshop. 

The cost of transport as usual has increased because of the increase in fuel prices. All other items 
have also increased beyond measure.

We made extra expenses spending more days just looking for truck to send bikes to Donkorkrom.

There was a lot of pressure from the beneficiaries on us, when we sent the bikes and was waiting for 
the VBP volunteer to start and we had to wait for a long time before distribution.



8.3 THE WAY FORWARD:

We wish and hope that next year we will receive volunteers from Germany to help us start the 
Bicycle school which we could not start this year. However the students are ready and are always 
asking when the school is going to start.

There are more people waiting for us to receive bikes from us, especially in places where we 
distributed the bikes. Parents and teachers in Sabronum where majority of the school girls got bikes 
are looking forward to see many students who have not yet received to also benefit from the next 
consignment bikes. We therefore hope the next year consignment bikes will come on time.

Ewald Bauman was the first to visit Ghana and for more than ten years has since not visit again. It is 
our desire that he comes again next year. 

We are yet to write the Names of partners and their logos on the training center (the bicycle school) 

The main theme for the center is BICYCLE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMEN’- Training 
school and repairs center. 

We have already put measures in place to ensure that next year, the truck that is going to Donkorkrom 
will be the first to move. The people in Donkorkrm have given us contacts of drivers who will help us 
load the bikes.

8.4 CONCLUSION:

We want to conclude this report by expressing our sincere gratitude to the good people of 
GERMANY who for several years now are not tired of giving their bikes to change the life’s of 
people in our continent Africa. It is improper to end this report without acknowledging the efforts of 
our partner organization FAHRRADER FUR AFRIKA, Mr Ewald Bauman, Clemens and others 
whose names are not known to us, yet their good works have impacted many lives. Collecting and 
loading bicycles to us is not an easy work, we are aware what goes into that. Finally,we are open for 
feedbacks, and question concerning this report and the project in general. We want to improve and 
also do the right thing to make our own people happy. 

 




